
FOREWORD:

Hi,
my name is Jakub Cikhart and I am a webmaster of Desert Storm pages at www.dstorm.eu 
I am also a modeller, so I bought this kit and found out that it has some errors in it.
I am trying to write a list of what could be updated/corrected.
You can check my pages at www.dstorm.eu and found more information and pictures there.

When you check following pages in instructions, I made some updates/pointings to the pictures, so 
study them closely.

Here are some corrections/updates/additions:

- if not specified otherwise, all interior structures are in Zinc Chromate Primer, FS 33481 so Step 3 -
Part F22, Step 5 - Part A32 + A34 - paint it with Zinc Chromate Primer FS 33481
- wheel wells are not Grey FS 36622, but Gloss White FS 17875
- gear legs are not Grey FS 36622, but Gloss White FS 17875
- gear bay doors has inside color of Gloss White FS 17875
- gear bay doors has no edges in Gloss Red
- there were two types of fins for underwing tanks - one with 90 degree edges to the ground and one
with slanted - check your pics
- if you decide to build Bronco in Camouflage B – BuNo. 155468, do not install M60C guns in 
sponsons, they were not used in Gulf war
- the kit is missing static discharger wicks - 2 x left vertical tail, 2 x right vertical tail, 1 x left wing 
tip trailing edge, 1 x right wing tip trailing edge

I strongly recommend using various additional detail sets to enhance the kit. Here is what you can 
buy for your kit:

Eduard - JX177 canopy mask, 32368 exterior, 32830 interior, 32831 seatbelts, 33146 ZOOM 
interior, BIG3350 BIG PE set
Scale Aircraft Conversions - SAC32093 white metal landing gear legs
Maketar - MM32121V canopy and markings masks
Aerocraft Models - metal gear legs
Master - MR32109 pitot tube
True Details - TDP32208 wheel set
Wolfpack - 32080 ejection seats
AMS Resin - 32111 wheels, 32113 ejection seats

Some additional colors which are not pointed out in the instructions:

- Part GP10, Part GP11, Part GP12, Part GP13, Part GP14, Part GP15, Part GP16, Part GP17 - 
formation lights - orange
- Part GP24 - left wingtip position light - clear red
- Part GP25 - right wingtip position light - clear green
- Part GP26 - lower anti-collision light - clear red
- Part GP27 - upper anti-collision light - clear red
- left vertical tail - tip - position light - white light
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Here are some corrections for camouflage options:

Option A – BuNo. 155498/MU-51 from VMO-4 – probably from year 1992 – camouflage scheme is
correct

Option B – BuNo. 155468/UU-21 from VMO-2 – from 1991 Operation Desert Storm – camouflage 
scheme is correct, but the letters/numbers should be the opposite color of base color. Also, the kit is 
missing some antennas and some other colors of various parts are not correct. Check my pages at 
www.dstorm.eu for more info and corrections.

Option C – BuNo.15547/UM-107 – camouflage scheme is based on OV-10A and it is from National
Naval Aviation Museum, Pensacola, Florida

Option D – BuNo. 155479/UU-753 – probably from 1991. The camouflage colors in the 
instructions are wrong. The plane was in original „Lizzard“ camouflage constisting of FS 34095 
Field Green, FS 35237 Dark Blue Grey and FS 37038 Matt Black on all surfaces. They replaced 
FS 34095 Field Green and FS 37038 Matt Black with FS 36375 Light Compass Ghost Grey.  
So the correct camouflage colors are FS 36375 Light Compass Ghost Grey – C308 and FS 35237 
Dark Blue Grey – C337. Follow the corrected color scheme at the end of instructions here. Some 
other colors of various antennas etc. are also not correct, check www.dstorm.eu for more info and 
corrections.

Here are some links to various sites with builds to help you build better Bronco from the kit:

https://www.themodellingnews.com/2015/03/big-buckin-bronco-built-up-kittyhawks.html
https://www.themodellingnews.com/2015/03/taming-bronco-kittyhawks-32nd-ov-10.html
https://forum.largescaleplanes.com/index.php?/topic/53397-kitty-hawk-ov-10d-bronco-vmo-4/
https://www.largescaleplanes.com/articles/article.php?aid=2203
https://www.largescaleplanes.com/articles/article.php?aid=2226

And I really recommend buying this PDF instructions from Glen Hoover where you can find step-
by-step of how to build your Bronco better:

https://glennhoovermodels.com/books/ov-10d-bronco/index.html 

Anyway, if you want to know more or add some info or share pictures/thoughts, do not hesitate to 
contact me at

administrator@dstorm.eu

or visit my pages at

www.dstorm.eu

where you can find more info and details about Gulf war planes, Broncos included.

Thank you very much and happy modelling.

Jakub Cikhart
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